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If X is a subset of R” we define generalized functions on X as a direct 
generalization of C” functions on X in Whitney’s ense and of generalized functions 
on X when X is open. Then we prove that, if X is closed, any generalized function 
on X may be extended as a generalized function on R”, which is a Whitney’s exten- 
sion theorem for generalized functions, This result generalizes Borel’s theorem for 
generalized functions already proved by the same authors. The proof is an adap- 
tation of a classical proof. 0 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
A theory of generalized functions more general than distributions has 
been developed by the second author (see Colombeau [2, 3,4]). Although 
considerably more general, these generalized functions have many of the 
basic properties of usual C” functions (distributions do not have most of 
these properties, i.e., most of these properties are not internal to Dis- 
tribution Theory and require our more general framework). In this paper 
we define generalized functions on any subset X of R” as a direct 
generalization of both C” functions on X in Whitney’s ense (Whitney [6], 
Hestenes [S]).and generalized functions on X if X is open. Then an adap- 
tation of a classical proof (Hestenes [ 51) gives that, if X is closed, any 
generalized function on X is the restriction to X of a generalized function 
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on R", which, in particular, generalizes Borel’s theorem for generalized 
functions. This shows that, for these extension results, the generalized 
functions introduced in Colombeau [2, 3,4] behave like usual Cm 
functions, asit has already been observed for lots of other problems which 
have no analogue in Distribution Theory. 
The notations are those in Colombeau [4] and we do not recall them in 
general. We work with the space 9(Q) of generalized functions on Sz (G? 
open set in I?) defined in Colombeau [4, Chap. 11. If x E R” and A> 0, we 
denote by B(x, A) the open ball of center x and radius A, for the Euclidean 
norm of R”. If u. E N”, we set 
D”= 
aId 
ax;1 . ..ax>. 
if Xc I?, L?(X) denotes the space of C” functions on X in Whitney’s ense 
(see Hestenes [S], for instance). We recall that if q = 1,2, a, = { cp E 9(P) 
such that j q(x) dx = 1 and j xi’p(x) dx = 0 if 1 G 1iJ Gq}. 
2. WHITNEY'S GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS ON ARBITRARY SUBSETS OF [w" 
2.1. DEFINITION. If X is a nonvoid subset of IV, for each c1 E IV” we con- 
sider a mapf,:a,xX --f C. We denote by 8&X] the vector space of the 
families (f,), EN n as above such that: 
(i) Each f, has locally a moderate growth when E + 0. This means 
Va E N”, Vx, E X, 3 V neighborhood of x,,, ME N such that tlq E a,, 3c > 0 
and n > 0 such that 
If,(rp,, xl & VXE VnX E and O<E<~. 
(ii) For each cp ~65, and if E > 0 is small enough the family 
kfGZ!?i “,’ ‘tZaY is: 
n satisfies theusual requirements defining a Whitney C” 
7 
vqca,, 3q((p)>O such that V~EN, V(aj<m, VX,EX, 3V 
neighborhood of x0 such that 
fZ((PEY xl - c f (x-xTL+/?(%~ x’) l~l~~-lal . 
< c(cp,) (X-x’lm--a’+‘, (*) 
Vx, x’ E I/n X, 0 <F < I, and for some c(cp,) > 0. 
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(iii) c(cp,,) islocally bounded above by c(cp)/~’ when c--f 0. More 
precisely, Vm E N, V ICY 6 m, Vx,, EX, 3 V neighborhood of x0 ONE l$J such 
that Vcp E Q’,,,, 3c((p) >O and I >O such that (*) holds with 
4cpJ = c((PhN, VX,X’E VnXand O<E<~((P). 
Then we define an ideal ./1/‘[X] of&,,,[X] as the set of those f, which 
satisfy a bound of the kind If,(cp,,, x)1 6 c@‘-~‘. More precisely we set (see 
Colombeau [4, Chap. 1 ] for notations; inparticular r denotes the set of all 
functions y: N -+ N such that y(q) + + cc if q+ SCO) Jy^[X] = 
Kf,, N” E 8,[X] such that each f, is locally null in the sense: Va E N” and 
Vx, E X, 3 V neighborhood of x0, 3N E N, 3y E r such that Vcp E GE,, q > N, 
3c > 0 and 9 > 0 such that 
If,(cp,, x)1 6 C&‘(4JPN ifxe VnXandO<s<q). 
Finally we set 59(X) = &M[X]/~[X]. 
2.2. Remark. If X is a locally convex closed set, condition (iii) of 
Definition 2.1 is a consequence of (i) and (ii) there. To prove this, let 
(fiLEN" be a family satisfying (i) and (ii) in Definition 2.1. If m E N, a E N”, 
Ial Q m and x0 E X are given, let V be a convex compact neighborhood of 
x0 in R” such that Vn X is a convex set. By condition (ii), Vq E ol,, 
3q((p) > 0 such V&E IO, r(cpK, (.f,Ccp,, . I),, Nn~ 8(x). The classical 
Whitney’s extension theorem gives HqP E a( IFP) such that 
(D”&JW =f,(cp,, XL (1) 
V’aEN” and VXE X. If x, x’ E Vn X, the segment [x, x’] = 
{~X+U--t)4o.t., is also contained in V n X. Applying Taylor’s formula 
to DaHvl, we obtain (iii). 
2.3. Remarks. It is obvious that, if X is an open set, the space S(X) 
coincides with the space of all generalized functions on X as defined in 
Colombeau [4]. 
If X is a closed set, there is an obvious natural injection from 8(X) 
into g(X). 
If 51 is an open set containing the closed set X, we have a natural 
restriction map: 
where G 1 X is the class of the family { (D’R) 1 X}ole IBI”, ifR E cYM[12] is a 
representative of G (if R ~Jlr[S2], then it is immediate that ((DaR)lx},, hln 
is in JY[X], therefore the map r is well defined). 
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3. WHITNEY'S EXTENSION THEOREM FOR 
GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS ON CLOSED SETS 
3.1. Notations. If R = (fa),, N” E&,,[X] we set, if cp E a,, XE IV and 
x’ E x: 
Pnz(X~ (cp, x’)) = 1 fq (x - x’)l. 
lal<m . 
We set, if (~1 <rn 
Pm&, (9, x’)) = DaP,k (cp, x’)) 
It is immediate that 
@k&~ (cp, 4) = pm;* + &G (cp, x’)) 
Pm:&‘, (4% x’)) =fm(cp, x’). (2) 
3.2. THEOREM. Let X be a closed subset of W’. Then the restriction map 
23( R”) --* 2?(X) is surjectiue. 
The proof of the theorem is based on lemmas which are used in a proof 
of Whitney’s theorem due to Hestenes [5]. At first we adapt them to our 
case. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let R= (f,),, Nn~ JFM[X], m E N, and aE 8X. Then there 
are neighborhoods V of a and NE N such that, for every cp E 6ZN, there are 
c > 0 and q > 0 such that, if b E V-X the following inequalities hold: 
and 
IP,;,(b, (VP,, 4) - f’,;,(b, DDE, a”)) I d 
cem-loll+l 
EN 
C 
lPm;a(b, cp,, a'))-fJ(~e, 41~~ 
E 
Vu’, a” E V n B( b, 5e), 0 < E < q. 
ProofI We have the relation for given [al <m 
pm&~ (cp,, 4 -Pm:& (cp,, a”)) 
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with the second member being the Taylor expansion in x of the first mem- 
ber about a’ as it can be seen from relations (2). For IpI Gm- 1x1, let V, 
be a neighborhood of a and let N, E N be such that Vrp E aiy,!, 3c, > 0, and 
qa>O such that 
Va’, a” E f’, n X, 0 < E < qp. Let V= fit,, Gm ~ ,oLl V, and choose a constant 
6 >O such that B(a, 66) c V. Let b E B(u, 6) at a distance > 0 from X. 
Then, any two points a’, u” E Xn (b, 5e) are in V and la’-a”\ < 10e. If we 
set N=maxNg, rj=minr]p, c=maxcp, for I/Il<rn-lal, we have 
c( 10e) m-la+Pl+l 
If~+p(cp~~ a’)-L,a+&c (CPU a”))I 6 $4 (4’) 
if O<s <q. From (3) and (4’) we have 
IJ’,;,(b, cp,, 4) - P,;,(b, (cp,, a”))l 
Q 1 +)e)“-l/M+I ‘“--;‘I’“’ 
IBI G m ~ bl 
=$ IO”- la1 + l,m- I.1 + 1 
,,.z-,.A= 
C’ 
p,m-lnl+l 
for 0 < E < q and a’, u” E Xn B(b, 5e). The other inequality follows from (i) 
in Definition 2.1 
3.4. LEMMA. R” - X is the reunion of a countable set of spheres S,, Sz ,..., 
having the following properties: 
(i) the center xi of Sj is at a distance ei= 3ri from X where ri is the 
radius of S;. 
Let S,! be the sphere of radius 2ri about xi. 
(ii) There is an integer q such that each point of R” is interior to at 
most q of the spheres S, , S;,.... 
(iii) If Si and SP have a point b in common at a distance from X then 
rPCri<5r,, eP -<eiQ5e,, 
3e 
5 5 -F 
<e,<3e 
and a point ui of X at a distance ei from xi is in B(b, 5e). 
The proof is in Hestenes [S, Lemma 53. 
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3.5. LEMMA. Let F= (f,),, IBI” EcfM[X] and let Sip Si (i= 1, 2 ,...) be 
spheres related to X as described in 3.4. There exist Rig &,+,[Iw”], i= 1, 2,..., 
which are polynomials in x having the following property: given a E 8X and 
m E N there are a neighborhood V of a and NE fY such that, for every 
cp E 6Ziy, there are c >O and q >O such that, at each bE V at a distance e 
from X, the inequalities 
(6) 
hold whenever the spheres Sl and Sb contain b and 0 < E < q. 
Proof: Let ai E X be a nearest point to the center xi of Si. Denote by Tk 
(k = 1,2,...) the spheres of radius k about a fixed point of X (the choice of 
this point is assumed to be done and this choice is unimportant). For each 
k = 1,2 ,..., 3N, E N such that Vq E 6ZNk, 3ck > 0, and qk > 0 such that 
(7) 
tlXEXC--lT,, t/Z=(Z 1,...,z,) such that z:+ -1. +z,2=1, O<&<++k and 
Nk, < Nkz, ck, < ck2 if k, <k, (this follows immediately from (i) in 2.1). Let 
bk < 1 satisfy the relations ck6, < 1 and 26,+, < 6,. Set mi = k when the 
distance i of the center of Si to X satisfies theinequality 6,+ , < ei < 6, and 
set mi = 0 if e,> 6,. The functions R,(rp, x) = P,,(x, (cp, a’)) have the 
property described in the lemma. To prove this statement, let a E aX and 
m E M Choose an integer l> m so that aE T,- 1. From Lemma 3.3 wth 
m=l there are 6>0 and N,E~V such that Vq~a,,, 3c,>O, and q,>O 
such that, if be V= B(a, b) is at a distance >O from X, 
IP,;,(b, (Cp,, a’)) - P,;,(b, (Cp,, a”))1 6 
c1 ,I- 14 + 1 
EN, , 
(8) 
lPl;,(b, (cp,, a’)) +fz((PEY a)l G-%,, E 
hold for every pair of points a’, a” E Xn B(b, 5e) provided that Ial < 1 and 
0 < E < ‘I,, Consider spheres S;, S; containing b. By Lemma 3.4 the points 
a’, ap E B(b, 5e) so that the inequalities (8) hold when a’= aP and a” = ai. 
Restrict V so that 56 < 6,, 56 < 4. For j= i or p we then have, by (5), the 
inequality ej < 3e < 36 < 6,. Hence mj 2 1. Setting t= 5e we have t c 56 < 4. 
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By this inequality, relation (7) and the fact hat d is in B(b, t), we find that, 
forj=i orp: 
IP,,,,,(h (cpc, a’)) - P,,,(h rp,, 4)l < 2 (t’+ ’ . . . + t”l) 
++ I ,;,/+I (dem 1x1+1 
< “‘c (1 _ t) g%, < ;Nm, < ’ ENn, ’ 
where CL, - m, c 5’+ r/l - 5e (use the fact that e < 1 and m < I). From this 
relation and (8) we obtain (6), since D”Rj(~, x) = P,,;,(x, (cp, a’)). 
3.6. LEMMA. Let S;, Si (i = 1, 2,...) be related to X as described in 
Lemma 3.4. There exist functions Hi E &( KY’) (i = 1, 2,...) such that, for every 
p E N one has H, + . ’ . +Hp= 1 on S,, Hi=0 (i>p) on S,, H,,=O on 
178, - Sb and 
Ma ID”H,(x)l < - el”l (9) 
on KY’, where M, > 0 is independent of p and e is the distance from x to X. At 
most q of the functions H,, HZ,..., are different from zero at any point of R”, 
where q is defined as in Lemma 3.4. 
The proof is in Hestenes [5, Lemma 71. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let GEM be given. Let R=(f,),,Nn~~M[X] 
be a representative of G. Let Si, S( be spheres, Ri E &,,,[ W] and Hi E b(W) 
(i = 1,2 ,...) be related to X and to R as described in 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6. Let 
~+$:ol,xR”-+C be defined by 
fo(% x) if XEX 
‘fvcp,x)= cc (10) 
&R,(rp,x)H,(x) if XER”-X. 
By (ii) of Definition 2.1 we have that, for fixed cp E a, and E E 10, q((p)[, 
(f,(cp,T .))creN"E b(X). Since, for each cp and E, we have done a copy of 
Hestenes’ proof, we have from there that +(cp, .) E J(W) and then for every 
aEN”, 
w(%~)=f,(cp9x)~ VXEX. (11) 
Let us prove that $ E &),[R”]. If KC R” and LYE N” we have to prove that 
WE N such that Vrp~a,, 3c>O and 4 >O such that 
I(D”$)(cp,,x)( < c/cN if XE K, O-cc <q. (12) 
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K and X may have two different relative positions that we consider suc- 
cessively: 
If K=K,uK,, where K,@X and K,cIW"-X (hence K,nK,=@), 
where K, or K2 may be void sets; in this case, by definition of 
R = VA, N” E &,,[X] and (1 l), we have (12) when x ranges in K,. When 
x ranges in K2 the sum in (11) is finite and each term of the sum satisfies 
(12). There remains a problem in the case the closure in R” of Kn CX inter- 
sects A’. In this case, since Kn X is compact, it suffices toprove that 
Vm E IV, Vlcrl 6m, VUE~X, 3V neighborhood of a and ONE N 
such that vqca,, 3c>o and VI>0 such that 
l(D”$)(~o,,x)l<~/~N, VXE V-Xand O<E<~. (13) 
Indeed, if we have ( 13), K n aXc UF=, Vi, Vi as above and open, and then 
Kc(K-iJ;=, Vi) u (Kn uF=, Vi); we consider the first case for 
K-U;=, Vi. 
Now let us prove (13). In view of the properties of the functions Hi 
described in 3.6, both equations 
$(cP, XI = i R~(v, X) Hi(x) = Rp(V, XI + i (R;- R~)(v, X) Hi(X) 
i= 1 i= 1 
and 
W(cp, x) - D*R,(cp, xl= i W(Ri- R,)(cp, xl Hi(x)1 (14) 
i= 1 
hold if xgS,. 
If a E 8X and m E N let A4 = max la, Cm M,, where M, are described in 3.6. 
Let 0 < 6 < 1, V= B(a, a), and NE N be related to a and m as described in 
3.5. For every cp E a:N, 3c > 0 and q > 0 such that: if b E V is at a distance 
e > 0 from X (with e < 6 < 1) and if S,! and Sk are spheres containing b
then, by 3.5 and 3.6, if 0 < E < tl, 
PCLR,(v,, 6) -fa(qo a)l $7 
jD’(Ri- Rp)(q,, b)l ID*-‘Hi(b)l <f M,-~~z”‘-‘~‘+’ <f$
(15) 
if IBI < Ial dm. 
The derivative D"[(R,-R,)(cp,,x)Hi(x)], /a(<m, is the sum of 21a1 <2” 
terms of the form DB(Ri-- R,)(cp,, x).DOL-fiHi(x). Then 
IW(Ri-RJcp,, 6) Hi(b)]1 ~7 
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if O<&<q. Now the ith term of Eq. (14) with x=b is different from 0 at b 
only if S: contains 6. Moreover at most q of these spheres contain b. Then 
ID’Wcp,, b) - D”R,(cp,, b)l<F 
if 0 < E -=z q. Combining this result with the first line of (15) we find that the 
inequality 
holds on V- X if 0 < E < q, for some c’ > 0. Then we have (16). The class F
of t,Q in %( R”) satisfies F 1X= G by ( 11). 
4. EXTENSION OF GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS DEFINED IN A HALF SPACE 
In the case X is a closed half space, a very simple proof of Whitney’s 
extension theorem is in Seeley [7] (who also proves that in this case there 
is a linear extension map). Here we show that Seeley’s result and proof 
extend immediately to the case of generalized functions. 
4.1. THEOREM. If S, denotes the closed half space S, = 
[w” x {t E Iw I t b 0}, there is a linear extension operator E: %(S+ ) + 9( Iw” + ’ ) 
such that E(G) (s+ = G, for all GE$(S+) (see 2.3 for definition of this 
restriction map). 
Proof: Given GE%(S+), let 1+9= (fr)aENnc8M[S+] be a representative 
of G and let R:~,x[W”+‘+C be defined by 
Cad(bkt)fdcP, kbkf)) if ~0 
R(cp, x, t)) = k (16) 
fo(% (XT bkf) if t 20, 
where 4 E b(R) is such that d(t) = 1 for t E [0, 11, d(t) = 0 for t > 2 and 
(a,), (bk) are sequences atisfying b,< 0, b, + -co, xk Ia,\ lbkln < 00 for 
n = 0, 1, 2 ,... (see the lemma in Seeley [7]). 
For each (PEAR, R(cp;)~6(lW’+‘) ( see Seeley’s proof). Let us prove 
that R E gM[ IV+ ‘1. For this, let K be any compact set in R”+ ‘. It suffices 
to prove (12) for K-S+. For a=0 and if (x, t)EK-S,, we have 
IR(cp, (~7 t))l d 1 ak \I& co IfdcP (XT bkf)b 
k: 
O<hk1<2 
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In the above sum (x, bkf) ranges in a compact set of S, . Then there is 
NEN such that Vq~hT,3c>O and q>O such that 
lfo(cp, 6, b/ct))l <f 
for all (x, ~)EK-S,. Since C la,J -C co, we have (12) for K-S, and 
c1= 0. For 1~11 > 1, we use the fact that C (ukl lbkln < co for n = 1, 2,.... 
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